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See The Bishop
Misbehave
Nov. 11-12

Vic ,fli

Maine
Beat
Bowdoin

Leslie Hutchings Elected
Senior Class President;
'Lib' Story Is Secretary
Rogers, Browne, and
Burr Lead Other
Three Classes

Co-eds To Hear
Vocational Talk

RODERICK DEFEATED

Miss Florence Jackson
To Address Women
On Two Day Visit

Upset In Senior Polling
Comes As Surprise;
Voting Is Light

As Maine Gained Against Colby

,

Hitchings, Russell, and Redman
Are Maine Rhodes Candidates

Hey, Mister--What's the Score?

Evening

By Erwin Cooper

7:30-8:00 Secretarial-Office Work
:0-83t
Journalism and Publishing
8:30-9 :Olt Advertising and Publicity
•I ;00-0 ;30 Banking. Insurance. and
Statistics

November 10, 1936—Morning
:00 Individual personal conferences, Room 11. Merrill Hall

Maine's Pale Blue harriers railI.i a i
Afternoon
sided 15-46 victory' against the Collie
:344-2:20 Lecture to Arts and Sciences
mules over the varsity course at Oronii
sophomore and freshman girls,
last Saturday. Maine compiled a perfect
1.ittle Theatre...Wei:dance required
score as six Maine men finished before the I
Subject: "Some Occupations Open
first Colby man broke the tape.
to Women with Arts and Sciences
Bill /filmic-well and Red Clifford,
Training and Their Requirements"
Maine's two crack harriers, did not run'
2:30-4:00 Individual personal conferin the meet but ran a time trial instead.
ences, Room 11, Merrill Hall
Starting with a one-minute handicap,
4:15-5:00 General Lecture for all
Hunnewell finished in from of Ohler and
women. 15 Coburn Hall.
Mowatt. who tied for first in the meet.
Subject: "How to go about Getting
Both Clifford and Hunnewell ran the
Your Job"
course in faster times than their mates.
Evening
Sawyer. Hart. Hersey, and Troland. all
7 :30-8 :30 Individual personal conferof Maine, finished ahead of the first Co:ences, Room 11, Merrill Hall
by runner.
Coach Jenkins is priming his charges
for the defense of the New England chances are not very encouraging, as the
Cross Country Championships at Frank- Pale Blue has not a well balanced team.
lin Park, Boston. Hunnewell, present However. there is a possibility that
New England title holder, will defend his George Sawyer, who has been improving
crown. Chief contender will be Hank lately, will show his class. Hart, another
Zamparelli of Northeastern University, sophomore, may also return to form.
National 10,000 meter Champion, and
The team will go to Bowdoin on the
member of the United States Olympic football special Saturday and will leave
team.
after the game for Boston.
Rhode Island State, which finished two
The Sophomore Eagles will sponsor a
points behind Maine last year, has five of
last years' team back and, therefore, is the stag dance Friday night. The Maine
favorite to annex the team prize. Maine's Bears will furnish the music.
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Maine Bears, Undefeated
In State Competition, To
Meet Bowdoin Saturday
Bricemen Will Make
Strong Bid for
State Crown

Armistice Day
Lecture Planned

Women students of the University will
have the opportunity not only to hear Miss
Florence Jackson, Vocational Counsellor,
•Leslie Hutchings was elected president
•
lecture on November 9 and 10. but also
of the senior class in the voting of the four
Nbo.....1.!tzet— -.tax
ofrt,
to participate in round-table discussions
classes of the University held in Alumni
on occupations selected because of the inHall on Tuesday by defeating Burleigh
terest which the girls themselves indicated
Rogers races through left tackle to pick up ten yards in the third quarter
Roderick who has held the position for
in them. More than half of Miss Jackson's
two successive years.
time during her two-day visit will be deOther officers of the class elected were voted to round-table discussions and to
Wendell Brewster, vice president; Robert individual personal interviews with upper
Older, treasurer; and Howard Stagg, class students, according to Mr. Philip J.
chaplain.
Brockway, Placement Director.
Philip Rogers won the positiotoof presIt is hoped that the discussions and inident of the juniors from Lincoln Fish, terviews will personalize the vocational
George Hitchings, Sargent Russell, and being the highest ranking freshman in the
while Paul Browne and Kenneth Burr talks and help individual students solve
led for the sophomores and freshmen, re- their own vocational problems. Mr. Edward Redman have been nominated as College of Agriculture.
Rhodes scholarships from
His college activities include memberspectively.
Brockway indicated. Active participation candidates for
During his three years at the University in such a program, he said, should be far the University of Maine, Dr. Stanley R. ship in the Agricultural Club, InternaHutchings has made a name for himself more valuable to the individual than just Ashby. Secretary of the State Committee tional Relations Club, Maine Christian
Association, Deputations Team, Post
as a high-ranking student, center on the a general lecture. With this end in view, of selection, announced last Friday.
George Hitchings is majoring in eco- Prandial Club, and the Maine Masque.
varsity football team, and a member of the committee in charge, under the directhe Senior Skulls. He is a member of tion of Dean Edith Wilson, has included nomics with special interest in banking, While a member of the University debating team last year, he won the New EngPhi Mu Delta fraternity.
if] Miss Jackson's program twelve half- and has won the Trustee Scholarship, and
land debating championship. He is a
The complete election results are as hour round-table discussions each cover- Spanish Club Prize. Hitchings is a miler
member of Alpha Zeta, honorary Agriculfollows:
ing. an occupation in which several stu- on the track team and a member of the
tural Fraternity, a pledge to Phi Kappa
dents indicated an interest. Each discus- tennis squad, Intramural Athletic Associ1937
Phi, general scholastic society, and to
ation,
and
the
"M"
Club.
He
is
a
memsion
will
be
led by a student interested in
President. Leslie Hutchings; vice presAlpha Gamma Rho, social fraternity.
ident, Wendell Brewster; secretary, Eliz- the subject who will be asked to prepare ber of Phi Gamma Delta, social fraterRedman is majoring in social philosoabeth Story: treasurer, Robert Ohler ; a brief analysis of the occupation. Miss nity, and Phi Kappa Phi, honorary society.
chaplain, Howard Stagg; executive comphy. He has been a member of the DeRussell
is
majoring
in
Agricultural
Jackson
will
then
discuss
the
occupation
mittee. Alton bell. chairman. John Benbating Society and the Deustche Verein.
nett. William Hunnewell. Clarence Kee- from her point of view and lead a general Economics, and is specializing in the field
of farm cooperatives. He has won the He was business manager of the Maine
gan, Carol Stevens; Commencement Ball, discussion.
Review and a member of Phi Eta Kappa,
Robert DeWick. chairman, John Bessom.
For the general assembly talk by Miss Hood, Joseph Rider Farrington, and the
Henrietta Cliff, Dewing Proctor, MarOhio Alumni Association scholarships, social fraternity.
jorie Young; Commencement Week, Jackson at 10:00 a.m. on November 9,
•
According to the will of the late Cecil
George Williams, chairman, Richard Bra- all women students will be excused from divided the New York Alumni Association
ley. Madeline Frazier, Margaret Thayer, classes. For participation in round-table for distinction in debating, and held a John Rhodes, 32 scholarships to Oxford
Harold Vebb; Cane. William Chapman,
University scholarsh:p. During his fresh- are assigned annually to outstanding stuchairman. Thomas Crozier, Carl Golding. discussions, which conflict with classes, man year he was honored by having his dents of the United States. Each appointpermission
to
attend
should
be
requested
Norman Jacks ti, John Miller.
(Continued on Page Two)
in advance from the instructor. Attend- name placed on the Alpha Zeta plaque for
1938
President. Philip Rogers; vice presi- ance will be taken at all round-tables
dent, Francis Smith; secretary. Elizabeth and those attending will be excused from
Drummond: treasurer. William Thompson ; chaplain. Joseph Hamlin; executive class.
committee. Marguerite Benjamin. chairThe entire program of Miss Jackson's
man, John Barnard. Basil Fox, Hamlin visit is as follows:
By Bill Saltzman
!: C. took Providence College by a 26-0
Gilbert. Sidney Hurwitz; Junior Week.
tally, which if you know your matheMary Deering. chairman, Duncan Coning.
November 9, 1936—Morning
Campus
Sports
Editor
matics, gives the Black Bears 35 points
Stanley Dunlap, Lewis Edwards. Mary
Raye; Junior Prom. William N'eague, 9:00 Home Economics orientation class,
The University of Maine football team over the Rhode Island institution. ProvRoom 11. Merrill Hall
chairman. Leslie Brookes, Francis Jones,
is 17 points better than Northwestern's idence lost 21-6 to Holy Cross, which, in
Merritt Trott, Rose Whitmore.
10:00 General Lecture; excused classes
mighty gridiron force, conquerors of turn, trimmed Carnegie Tech 7-0. Maine
1939
for all women. Little Theatre. Sub:Minnesota and rated as the outstanding is, therefore. 7.7 points better than CarPresident. Paul Browne s vice president,
ject: " ccupa ions whichequire
Edward Szaniawski ; secretary. Ethelyn
college eleven in the country the past negie Tech.
no Further Training Beyond a
Parkman ; treasurer, Austin Chamberlain;
week—that is, by comparative scores.
Are you lost? Well, don't worry;
Bachelor's Degree"
executive committee. Earle Reed. chairIt's very easy to figure it out, if you we're nearly finished. Carnegie took a
man. Barbara Harlow. Melvin McKenzie,
Afternoon
Thomas Verrill. Page West: Hop comhave the patience to delve through nu- 21-7 trouncing at the hands of Notre
Round-Table Discussions, Room 11,
mittee, Kenneth Clark, chairman, Thommerous team records. Just follow us Dame who is, then, 13 points behind
Merrill
Hall
as Barker. Helen Bond, Harold Estaalong, and you, too, will see that our Maine. Since Notre Dame knocked off
1:30-2:00 I.ibrary Work
brook. 1Villiam Hilton.
Bears should be rated better than power- Ohio State 7-2, the University of Maine
2:00-2:30 Medicine and Nursing
1940
is 18 up on Ohio State.
ful Northwestern.
President, Kenneth Burr; vice presi- 2:30-3:00 Design and Commercial Art
dent. Richard Dyer: secretary. Virginia 3:00-3:30 Teaching
Northwestern was able to defeat Ohio
, Maine defeated New Hampshire 27-6.
Hardison ; treasurer. Charles Weaver:
points better than State by only a 14-13 score. Maine, theremakes
Maine
21
which
3
:30-4
;00
Social
Service
executive committee. Edward Merrill,
chairman, Priscilla Bickford. Roger Cot- 4:00-4:30 Psychological Counselling and the Wildcats. Now. New Hampshire lost fore. is 17 points better than Northting. Elizabeth Jimeti. Mary Madigan ;
to Boston College by a 12-0 score. Maine western!
Peisonnel
Banquet conunittee. James Ashby. chair- 4:30-5:00
Which just goes to show that comparaMerchandising and Sales Work is. therefore, nine points better than the
man. Alice Donovan. Pauline Jellisiin.
tive scores don't mean a thing.
Eagles.
5:00-5 30 Sc entific Research
li/alieith t ones. Robert Murphy.

Maine Harriers
Trim Mules by
Perfect Score

No. 6
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GLUE ON HIS FINGERS: "Smokey" Joe Hamlin, stellar varsity left end,
who has been on the receiving end of many of the heaves of Fran Smith and
Dow. He should prove a thorn in the side of Bowdoin on Saturday.

I
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Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Maine

Assembly Program Is To POLAR BEARS STRONG
Feature Prof. Bonn,
Fran Smith May Be Able
Noted Economist
To Play; Reidman Has
A general assembly will be held on
Injured Knee
Armistice Day, Wednesday, November
11, in the Memorial Gymnasium at 11
o'clock. Professor Moritz J. Bonn will
give an address, probably on the subject
"The Haves and the Have Nots."
Professor Bonn is Lecturer in Economics at the London School of Economics,
and is one of the most distinguished men
in his field. Formerly he was Rector of
the Handels-Hochschule of Berlin; during the period of the war, 1914-17, he was
Visiting Professor successively at the
Universities of California, Wisconsin, and
Corne,I. At the close of the war he became an adviser to the German government on reparation questions, which position he held during the years 1919-21. He
spoke at the Institute of Politics at Williamstown in 1924 and has frequently
been heard at the Geneva School of International Studies. He has lectured frequently at the colleges and universities
of this country and has been pronounced
a man of remarkable ability, perfect in
the use of the English language and thoroughly familiar with the international situation.
The assembly committee plans to have
Professor Bonn address a faculty luncheon and conduct at least one seminar for
students and faculty in the social sciences.
The aim of the committee is to have visiting lecturers stay for a period of several
days rather than just for the period of
the lecture. This plan should lead to
worthwhile opportunities to answer questions raised by the lecture, and to a valuable interchange of ideas in discussion
groups.

By Bob Cullinan
The University of Maine makes its
final bid of the 1936 season for supremacy
in Maine football this Sautrday when it
journeys to Brunswick to face the Bowdoin Polar Bear in the deciding game of
the State Series. With both teams undefeated in state competition and a record
crowd present, the battle promises action
of the highest calibre, threatening to
surpass last years' memorable duel.
Although figures might give Maine a
slight advantage, no one is taking any
stock in them. Last year Bowdoin was
the heavy favorite, and yet was lucky to
escape with a tie. The two teams first
met back in 1896 and since then have
played 39 times with Maine winning 22,
losing 12, and tieing five.
Since Fred Brice has been coaching
.Maine teams, however, the Black Bears
have lost only twice. But with the coming of Adam Walsh, the Polar Bear has
ceased to be a pushover. Maine is the
only team that a Walsh-coached combine
has yet to defeat. Wesleyan and Williams, two of the strongest small college
combines in New England, have both fallen in the past two years, and Maine alone
stands up.
Walsh has a host of good men to pick
front this year, some of them leftovers
from last year, and others up from the
freshman ranks. It is hard to pick a star
from the backs, as they all have had a
hand in the scoring and yard-gaining.
Last week it was Dave Soule, a streamlined speedster, who turned the tables on
Bates. The week before, Johnny Frye
went well against Colby, and so on.
Two sophomores who have had much
to do with the success of the team are
Benny Karsokas and Oakley Melendy.
Bobbie Gentry, who showed tiff fans some
real speed last fall in the Maine game,and
Ara Karakashian, a hard hitting fullback,
are again in the lineup.
fit the line, there are nine men who faced
(Continued ors Page Two)

Engineering Award
Given __--.---to University'

A civil engineering scholarship in the
award of which preference will be given
to natives of Maine, has been added to
the student aid fund at the University as
a result of the bequest of David E. Hadiorite, of Woolwich. and the gift of his
widow, Mrs. Carrie E. Hathorne, accordin to the
e az nouncem nt made b • President Hauck.
The scholarship will bear the name of
the donors' only child, Philip R. Hathorne
of the class of 1923, who was drowned at
Fish River Falls, Fort Kent. The prinRaymond H. Fogler. of Chicago, vice
cipal of the prize fund is $7000, Mrs. Ha- president of Montgomery Ward and Comthorne adding a gift of $2000 to the $5000 pany. and prominent alumnus of the Unibequest of her husband, who died in Flor- versity of Maine, was honored during
ida last February.
Homecoming by the award of the Alumni
Following graduation. Philip Hathorne 'Service Embletn in recognition of disspent several years in the far west and in tinctive services to the University and the
Alaska. returning to the cast in 1928, General Alumni Association.
Mr. Fogler '15, a native of Rockport,
when he entered the employment of the
International Paper Company as a civil , Maine. has been active and interested in
engineer. He was working on an engi- alumni affairs of the University ever since
his graduation. In spite of business reneering project at the time of his death.
Hathorne as an undergraduate was a sponsibilities and success he has held
member of the student civil engineering many positions and participated in many
club and won his numerals on the fresh-1 activities of the Alumni Association. He
was formerly president of the New York
man track team.
In announcing these gifts, President Association, for four years president of
Hauck paid tribute to the donors of this the General Alumni Association, and a
fund and stated that the scholarships member of the Alumni Council twelve
would he especially helpful since they are years. He is a member of several comto be given to needy and deserving stu- mittees in the work of the alumni. Since
dents. 50 many of whom are finding it dif- hi', graduation he has returned to the camficult to finance their college education pus for University and alumni events
year after year in spite of his distance
under present conditions.
from the University.
After graduation from Maine, Mr.
NOTICE
All students who are interested in Fogler attended Princeton L'niversity for
graduate work,
the John M. Oak Prize Speaking gree. In 1917 receiving an advanced dehe returned to the Unicontest which was originally sched- versity to become executive secretary of
November
19
held
on
uled to be
the Extension Service in the College of
should see Mark Bailey, professor Agriculture. Two years later he joined
the W. T. Grant Co.. then a small organof public speaking, at once.
Because only three students have iration of about 25 stores. Working up
from the bottom. Mr. Fogler grew with
signified intentions of competing, the growth of that company until nine
the date of the contest may have to years later he was appointed to the important position of director of personnel
be changed.
This contest is to be an annual and real estate. In this capacity he became
affair, made possible by a bequest known as one of the leading personnel
men in the country.
the University received from John In 1932 Mr. Fogler was offered a posiM. Oak, of Bangor, an alumnus of tion with Montgomery Ward Company as
Maine. Prizes of $25, $10, and $5 vice president in charge of retail organization. This position gave him direct
will be given to winners.
Rules of the contest can be found responsibility for the co-ordination and
management of over 500 stores. Ile now
in the October 22nd issue of the holds the position of General Manager of
Campus.
Operation.

Service Emblem Is
Awarded R.H.Fogler
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Saturday
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Pink Elephants
After its second consecutive stinging defeat in national elections, the Republican
party is in a decidedly embarrassing position. After the overwhelming defeat of the
party in 1932 many were asking, "Wrat's going c become of the Republican party?"
The point which they wished to drive home was that after such an overwhelming
set-back the Republicans never again could recover lost ground or occupy the posi-

the Black Bears. Four of them are ends,
all of them weighing in the vicinity of 170
pounds. They are Dave Fitts, Ed Curran, Andy Cox, and Fred Newman. They
are all juniors, groomed last year to fill
the vacancies left by the graduation of
Will Manter and Joe Drummond.
The two largest boys on the squad are
playing tackle. One of these, George
Griffith, is one of the leading candidates
for All-Maine honors. He tips the scales
at 185. His running mate is Dan Healey,
a 200 pounder who has seen varsity action
for the past two years. At guard are Harold Ashkenazy and Dick Clapp. The
former was All-Maine last year and at
the rate that he has been going will probably repeat.
Bill Burton, 145 pound bundle of dynamite, will probably start at center. The
Polar Bears may be without their captain,
Buck Sawyer, who was injured in the
Bates game. His loss would seriously
weaken the Brunswick cluster, inasmuch
as he is about as fine a kicker as there is
in the state.
The Maine picture, however, is not too
dark. Fran Smith, the "Blond Bomber,"
will be back in the game, and with Jim
Dow will double the trouble for Bowdoin.
Smith's absence was very noticeable last
week against Colby, since it caused a
shaking up of the backfield, and this was
nearly disastrous. The NEA feature service printed an article early this week
about the tecord of a Marquette passer
who had completed 37 tosses out of 73
attempts, and called it the best average in
the country. But Smith has a record of
39 out of 65. Dow winged 12 out of 23

tion in national affairs that they formerly had held,
Now, four years later, there are more who will ask the sante question and predict successfully last week, two of these re-

By Bill Cumerford

1W KAPPA ALMA
THETA (KAM&
HOUSE AT THE
COLLEa OF wulAIA
AND MARY WAS
ERECTED EARLY IN
THE IB'z CENTURY
FOR 'THE COMMITMENT OF DEE)RS,
CRIMINALS AND
OFFENDERS!
•— IT WAS KNOWN AS

ings I have found many interesting events
of late—in regard to that scholastic rating
—did you know that the first string football team has a scholastic rating in the
line of 2.9 and a backfield rank of 2.7?
The team average appears to be about
2.3! Not bad at all. By the vFIT--rdid
you notice how much spirit that freshman
crowd had at the game Saturday? They
were way ahead of the cheerleaders!
Why can't the upperclassmen follow their
example for once?
Reversing the idea—a little poem that
drifted into my cranial regions recently,
dedicated to the frosh from the upperclassmen:
As you are now
So once were we
As we are now
So you will be
So prepare your studies
And follow we.
This is the time of the year when as-

signments get so far ahead of the student
that he is forced to begin pursuing his
studies.
This sounds like pretty fair EVOLUTION:
When a freshman quotes a great man,
he calls it a quotation.
When a sophomore quotes a great man,
he believes it's a swell original thought.
When a junior quotes a great man, it's
an allusion.
But when a senior quotes a great man—
that's an illusion.
Your correspondent is forced to comment upon the speed of many four wheeled
vehicles on the campus lately. There is
no doubt of its being EXCESSIVE and
UNREASONABLE! For the sake of
our safety here at Maine, be sensible
about it. Reading the essay -And Sudden Death" should have helped many of
our wild drivers, but common sense and
a little head-work will do more good than
any amount of astounding literature.
It is here! The new Jubilee Model
Casey Copper Coffin! Streamlined, Turret Top, all-copper coffins are presented
to the public today. In six delicious colors. See our models in one of our conveniently located show windows—in fact,
try one on our 30-day trial. Let the wife
and kiddies get in and see for themselves
how comfortable and sturdy it is—sleep

OLD DEBTOR'S
PRISON /
7E011 UNNERSITY'S
BASEBALL TEAM
Iv
MADE ONI.t
ONE ROME
ItS

ment is made for two years in the first
instance with the possible third year for
those whose record at Oxford and plan
of study make such an award advisable. •
The University students, with candidates from other Maine colleges, will
make up a group from which the state
committee will select two, who will appear before the District Committee,
which, in turn, is to choose the four boys
to represent the New England states at
'Oxford.

Former Sigma Phi Sigma House

During the last 7 years of Big Ten

Phone 317

GERALD
NUESSLE,

SO MK/TA STATE.
, CAN HOLD 4
GOLF BALLS
IN HIS MOUTH
AT ONCE!

Left to right : Governor Brann, President Hauck, and Governor-elect Barrows
as they appeared at the annual Homecoming Luncheon on Saturday which
broke the attendance record for the affair with a total of 424 persons present

tiraduates of 36 Acti'ye
By Ruth Kimball
In the belief that upperclass students would be particularly interested in the activities of the class of 1936, the Campus is publishing a partial list o.F. what last year's

graduates are doing. It is encouraging to note that the great majority are very well
placed. This list will be continued in the tear future.
Kenneth Ireland—Employed in Labora\lemphis, Tenn.
tot): of Halcomb Steel Co. Syracuse.
Elizabeth Schiro--Student, Prince
Fred Anderson—Medical Student,
School of Store Service Ed., Boston.
B. U.
Philip Snow—Employed by Jones &
William Blake—Inspector. Woods
Laughlin Steel Co., Boston.
Dept., Haywood-Wakefield Chair Co.,
Asher Sylvester—Tester at American
Gardner, Mass.
Steel & Wire Co., Worcester, Mass.
Alice Campbell—Teaching, Coburn
Leonard Thomsen—Chemist, Merck &
Cla ssical Institute, Waterville.
Co_ Inc., Rayway, N. J.
Rosemary Boardman—Salesgirl, B.
Glen Torrey—Employed by Mount
Altman & Co., New York,
Myron Collette—Teacher and coach, Hope Farm, Williamstown, Mass.
Edwin Webster—Salesman for Haskell
Mexico High School, Mexico, Me.
John Dean—Farming, Waterville, Me. Imp. & Seed Co.
Vivian Dow—Teacher, Milbridge High
David White—Salesman, Swift & Co.
School, .Milbridge, Me.
Actor Abbott, Jr.—Inspector, Bridge
Paul Garvin—Fellowship, Ohio State Division State Highway Dept.
University.
Margaret Hall—Course in Library
Science, Simmons College.
Phylis Hamilton—Teacher, Gilman

High School, Northeast Harbor, Me,
William Hinckley—Employed at E-ern Manufacturing Co.. Brewer, Me.
Cathryn Hoctor—Teacher. Madawaka Training School, Fort Kent. Me.
Donald Johnson—Yale Medical Sche.
John Kenny—Chemical engineer for
Bradford Oil Co., Palmer, Mass.
Karl Larson—Albany Medical Collegc
Charles MacLean—Asst. Engineer.
Bureau of Public Works, Hartford. Comm.
Arlene Merrill—Working for M.A..
Smith College.
Robley Morrison. Jr.—State Highway
Commission, Augusta. Me.
Reginald Naugler—Asst. Superintendent, Bridge Construction, Island Falls.
David Pierce—Teacher, Greenville
High School, Greenville, Me.
Alton Prince—Graduate work at U.
of M.
Donald Rollins—W, T. Grant Co.,

INFIRMIOnt
ORONn

Thurs.. Nov. 5
"RAMONA"
Loretta Your Don Ameche
Filmed in New Technicolor
Fri., Nov. 6

"STAR FOR A NIGHT"
wi.(1
Claire Trevor, Alan Dinehart
Sat., Nov. 7
Edward Arnold
in
"SUTTER'S GOLD"
with
Lee Tracy, Binnie Barnes
Mon., Tues., Nov. 9-10
Shirley Temple
in

MEALS IN BRUNSWICK

"DIMPLES"

The Moulton Union

Par. News, Comedy. Travelogue

on the Campus
near 11,'Itittier Field

"A SON COMES HOME"

also

EXCELLENT MEALS FOR
FORTY CENTS
Cafeteria and Table Service
Reservations Accepted

Wed., Nov. 11

Mary Boland. Wallace Ford
Ms..) selected short subjects
3 shows daily
2:30, 6:30, 8:30

Feature 3:00, 7:00, 9:00
eor—asiere

Patronize Our Advertisers

Buy your
Klassy Kollege Kristmas
Kards
from
ARTHUR STEARNS, JR.

Rugged...Pliant.,. Norway Calf
...in Men's Fine Shoes by
Bostonian.

:1.1e ltas won 28 gat]

lost 8. and tied 2 ior a percentage oi .777.

OFF TO BOWDOIN

RUN WRING
INE 1936 SE.AStAi=-eoe 6ARRIS0t4 HIT tr'
II WITH THE BASES
118.1 IT WAS nil
ONLY Ha OF
114E SEASON /

I
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a

ste

This is just me starting off—Neither
Here nor There! In my recent wander-

the same future.
suiting scores. In the last five games,
It must be frankly admitted that the Republican party is distinctly out of char- 11 of Maine's 12 touchdowns came from
acter in the role of a minority party—and particularly as a minority party facing such passes.
The condition of Ernie Reidman retremendous oppositien. Just %%hat its future will be, however, will depend largely on
the course of action or inaction that it takes during the next two years. It must mains uncertain. Whether his knee would
continue the aggressive rebuilding of its stramre Loguit under the energetic super- heal enough to permit him to play Saturvision of John D. M. Hamilton. it must uncover new leadeiship of greater strength day was not known at this writing. His
than it has shown in recent years, it must find a new issue to appeal to the people and substitute, Line Fish, was also a casualty,
getting a front tooth broken. Another on
must take an inequivocal stand upon it.
It is of no avail whatsoever to recite the causes of the New Deal victory or to the sick list was Pete Mallett. He has
bewail the one-sidedness of the vote. Now is the time for the party to begin looking been suffering a throat infection and an
injured leg. The rest of the squad, howforward.
Should the Republicans lose morale in defeat and return to unorganized assaults ever, is set.
The lineup will probably be the same
on the administration, the time might be ripe for the creation of a new party. That is
one that has started all the State Series
why so much depends on its future course of action.
games so far this year. It will have
For the time being it is on the spot. It is doubly embarrassed. Lo, the pink
Smoky Joe Hamlin at one end and aggreselephant I
sive Seth Williams at the other. The play
of these two has been a sight for sore eyes.
Both are exceptionally fine pass receivers,
leave for
better than average defensive men, and in it over night and you will
man!
good blockers in the bargain. They would work the next day—a new
(per H. Kassel)
make an ideal All-Maine combination, and
For you chemists:
By Joe College
their work this coming Saturday will
A little green chemist.
probably make or break their chances.
What's the hurry .. You're too young to tote! Oh, I see, you're just old enough
On a summer day.
In
the
tackle
positions
will
be
Wally
and so Pierce, over at the Retmistrar's offi.-e, signs man; absentee
to vote this year
Some chemicals mixed
Gleason and Nolan Jackson. These two;
ballots—(he's a notary public) but he never asks what's in them nor do the smug
In a little green way;
By tlw time Old have been constant thorns in the sides of
students tell! Republicah-Delm,erat-Communist, who ki.owst
And now the green grasses
for the were
'
, or their opponents this fall. Both are big,
Joe gels this here letter handed in, it will be all over with—ex:eV
Tenderly wave
and
should
cause
Bowdoin
plenty
of
Well, OW lei,the triumphant proeession—aceo,ding to the way you look at it
O'er the chemist's
trouble. At the guard berths will be
mentous thing has happened to the lost four years. and thot's the tap-room-fad! Joe
Green little grave.
Dewing
Proctor,
place
kick
artist,
and
heard the other night about a mita y/ tory fellers who asked for a C4,141,10 drinks
(Auburn Plainsman)
either
Reidman
or
Fish.
"Go away," the bartender said to them, "We can't serie eighteen-year-olds!"
I like to ride on a bus because it goes
Hutchings
will
probably
start
at
Pat
"We aren't eighteen!" cried the two (sophomores); "Why, we're 20 (twenty) years
so fast, and the faster it goes the less scenThat's kinda tough to hear center. This man, in spite of his lack ery I see, and the less scenery I see the
old!" .."Sorry, you must be 21 or over"....•?x
of weight, has been one of the strongest
don'tcha
think?
Homecoming
Night,
on
defensive players on the team. All year better I like it because scenery is green
(Speaking of ball games, look out for lt,ib ,411en escorting Edna Louise Harri- long the announcer has been yelling on and it looks like spinach and I don't like
,
and while too're on the subject of celebson, the beautiful, to the Boudoir; game)
about three plays out of five, "Tackled by spinach, and if I liked spinach I would
rities, let Joe tell you of the co-ed who saw a man walking on the campus lawn. Now Hutchings."
eat it but I don't like it so I don't eat it.
she knew that people weren't supposed to ualk on lawns, so she called "Hey, get off
(per H. Kassel)
The backfield will probably have Fran
there!" And the man turned around! Guess to-ho! Prexy! . And the boy (work- Smith, Rod Elliott, Jim Dow, and Pete
As the hot water turns to steam we go
ing in the Make-up Department of the Mus.itte, get it!) left the rehearsal simuitaneMallet starting. Elliott is the second along, noting that a Maine stueent is
ossify with a girl in the cast, do-tata! . Richard M. Boyer, junior, was escorting highest scorer in New England. being two like a kerosene lamp:
a matron (of a girls dormit,s-y to the mot ics (IA I sok. aci Joe College picked up
He is not very bright.
points behind Barney Marcus. On the
the trail of two would-be private defecates uho foliowed Richard to and from the
Smokes,
basis of their work against Colby, Phil
show, up the farm road, and around and around . And did you knou about "Brother
Usually gets turned down.
Rogers and Ralph Beisel ought to get
and 1," the Higgins twins! One of thens has taken a tumble for Frances Smith, but
And often goes out at night.
:mother chance to display their wares.
like Tweedledee and Tweediedum, Joe can't figure out uhieh one it is!
My, my, Rogers, especially, ran with the will to
Nevertheless, furthermore, and thereHelen Phi/brook certainly uses her lungs at a football game, and so does Friend Jim
fore—we drift along. seeing you—Neither
get ahead. His carrying on a reverse was
Bean ...and must Libby Do/tie always hug Bob Laverty wheneter Maine makes a
very good when the line enabled him to Here nor There.
touchdown! It doesn't stem atioe fa:,to Bob
Hate )cu heard the present ro;ing
get beyond the line of scrimmage.
of the cheerates, by the way? It is as foliates: Dottie Davis, the cutest; Libby Dobte,
NOTICE
special train will carry Maine rooters ,
most active; Lucille Bell, most vocative!—or should we say provocative!
to the scene of activity and if it is anything
Tryouts for the second Masque
like the specials in the past, it will be well
play, "A Bill of Divorcement," by
worth the price to make the trip.
Clemence Dane, will be held on
Monday and Tuesday afternoons
Rhodes Scholarship Candidates
Are Named
at 4:15 in the Little Theatre in
(Continued from Page One)
Alumni Hall.

"SO THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW"

Among Those Present

It weather permits, the power
house whistle will be blown at 8:30
,;(. lock Saturday morning in order
that all students planning to take
the special train to Bowdoin may
meet with the band and cheerleaders in front of Hannibal Hamlin
Hall. The entire student body will
then march to the train in body.

E. LEVEILLE
Watchmaker and Jeweler

BOSTONIAN TI,EXMORE PROCESS
Requires No Zreaking In

Guns and Ammunition

Btalds flexibility over your loot shape ...
Presetves lifo of
Protecls style Lre .
yt.,L, the wearer.
leather,

Monument Sq.

Orono, Me.
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The Amazon)
By Barbara Lancaster
The Maine team,composed of all undergraduates. defeated a strong alumnae
team last Saturday at the Hockey Field.
Although the alumnae threatened the
Maine goal several times, the undergraduates proved a little too fast. Fogg. Lancaster, and Story made points for the
Maine team, while Mary Robinson '29 was
the lone scorer for the Alumnae
Lineup:
MAINE
ALUMNAE
rw, Cobb
Harriman, rw
ir, Fogg, Lancaster
Young, ir
cf, Story
Robinson, cf
II, Hinkley
Adams, il
lw, Black
Haney. West, lw
rh, Frazier, Raye
Rogers, rh
ch, Ashby, Chute, Littlefield
Rowe. ch
lh, Sanborn, Deering
Willard, lh
rb, Cliff
Dean, rb
'b, Hennesy, Campbell
Allen, lb
g, Roberts
White, Rogers, g

Maine Chi Omegas Entertain
Balentine Holds Open House
Colby Chapter Guests at Tea
Many Colby Students Attend
Open house, was held at Balentine
after the Maine-Colby game October 31.
Bertha Borden was chairman of the committee in charge. Edna Louise Harrison
and Eleanore Crockett poured, while
Elizabeth Reid, Helen Titcomb, and Bernice Leighton assisted in serving. Friends
and many of the Colby college students
here for the game attended.

Largest Dance of Year Held
By Senior Skulls Last Friday
The largest stag dance of the year,
sponsored by the Senior Skulls, was held
Friday evening, October 30, in the Memorial Gymnasium. The music was furnished by Perley Reynolds and his orchestra. The affair was chaperoned by President and Mrs. Hauck, Dean and Mrs.
Corbett, and Dr. and Mrs. Murray.
A large number of alumni were present.

The University of Maine was well represented in the girls' athletic section at Alpha Tau Omega Entertains
With Vic Party on Homecoming
the Teachers Convention in Leo:son
last week. Miss Marion Rogers was the
A. T. 0. entertained at a vic party Satchairman of the section. Miss Helen urday night. Miss Gladys Ireland, house
Lengyel discussed "Safeguarding the matron, acted as chaperon,
Health of Girls in Athletics." Another , Among those present were Ethel Mae
feature of this program was the demon- Currier, Richard Williams; Priscilla Libstration of volley ball tactics by Bates by. NVilliam Ward; Virginia Hall, Louis
College girls under the direction of Prof. Prahar ; Helen Abbott. Walter Gray;
I.ena Walmsly.
I Rose Whitmore, Hiram Smith; Evelyn
Gates. Scotty Walker; Mary Corliss, ArThe Sophomores handed the Seniors a nold Lane; Kay Hoctor, Benjamin Gray;
3-0 defeat in the first girls' hockey game ! Anne Hoctor, William Clifford; Mary
of the season last Tuesday afternoon, Oct. ! Bearce, William Merrill.
27.
! A Hallowe'en surprise party was given
With a score of 8-1 the Juniors out- by Miss Ruth Cope. matron of Balentine
classed the Freshmen in a hockey game Hall, last Saturday evening. Rose Whitlast week. Many of the members of the more assisted Miss Cope in ntaking her
Freshman squad were given a chance to arrangements. The dining room was decplay.
orated with the traditional orange and
black, while at each place %sere favors in
the form of lollypops dressed as witches.

University Placement
Committee Meets To
Plan Year's Program

-hi Omegas of Colby were the
The C.
guests of Xi Beta chapter of Maine at a
tea in Colvin Hall after the game Saturday. Many. members of both the Maine
and Colby chapters attended.
The tea was in charge of the pledges
with Lynn Parkman as chairman. Virginia Webber and Lynn Parkman poured
and Josephine Campbell, Jean Sanborn,
Marjorie Moulton. Margaret Hoxie, and
Charlotte Dimitre served.
The Spanish Club will hold a meeting
Tuesday evening at 7:00 at 19 North
Stevens. Election of officers will take
place during the meeting.
Miss Maida Jackson, a senior who spent
her junior year in Spain studying Spanish, will be the guest speaker of the evening. Her subject will be: "The Political Situation in Spain."
South Hall girls enjoyed a delightful
Hallowe'en party Thursday evening in
the living room of the dormitory.
The evening was spent in listening to
ghost stories and performing stunts. A
special feature of the party was a candy
hunt. Lunch, consisting of doughnuts,
cider, and apples, climaxed the evening's
entertainment. Helene Diehl was chairman of the committee for arrangements.
Those assisting were: Betty Gruginskis.
Helen Abbott, and Barbara Harlow.
Pi Beta Phi sorority held its fall initiation Wednesday night at the home of
Mrs. Edward Brush on College Road.
Those initiated were Lucinda Rich '37,
Josie Naylor '37, and Jeannette St. Pierre
'39.
The annual formal dinner at Balentine
Hall will be held on Wednesday evening,
November 11. Rose Whitmore will be
in charge of arrangements for the affair.

Phi Gamma Delta
A home coming informal dance was
held at Phi Gamma Delta, October 31.
Many alumni were present. Music was
furnished by Lou Kyer.
The chaperons were Dean and Mrs.
Hart, Dr. and Mrs. Murray, and Ted
Curtis.
Among those present were: Carolyn
Brown, Howard Stagg; Kay Bunker,
Norman Carlisle; June Clement, Edward
Stanley; Bernice Hamilton, James Dow;
Kay Cox, Newell Wilson; Ann Eliasson,
Arthur Roberts; Marie Archer, Paul
MacDonald; Josephine Greene, Edward
Larrabee; Betty Higgins, William Whitman; Dorothy Davis, David Page; Lucille Bell, George Grange; Barbara Ware,
Elwood Bryant; Barbara Bertels, Gary
Harrington; Adrienne Thorn, Stanley
Fuger; Betty Barretts, Merrill Thomas;
Elizabeth Doble, Preston Howard; Lucille Fogg, Robert Hussey; Evelyn Trott,
George Litchfield; Polly Davee, George
Hitchings; Mary Archibald, Austin
Chamberlin; Mildred Walton, Finney
Little; Muriel Perkins, John Clarke;
Priscilla Bickford, William Smart; Naida Sanders, Don McNaughton.

Gowell ; Elizabeth Gruginskis, Donald
Kelley; Dee Farnham, Kenneth Webb;
Vera Brastow, Edward Hayes; Helen
Bond, William Hilton; Alta O'Roak,
Harold Stockholm; Ruth Fessenden, Gordon Raymond; Margaret Bassett, Donald
Mayo; Barbara Bailey, Nathan Fellows;
Bertha Borden, William Veague; Ruby
Black, Roderick Elliott; Margaret Raymond, Joel Marsh; Edna Adams, Francis Bradbury.
Marjorie Church, David Trafford; Jane
Dyer, Carl Fogg; Joan Bird, Malcolm
Haskell; Ruth Damery, Dwight Lord;
Mary Bowler, Charles Lowe; Helene
Blow, Edward Sherry; Marjorie Thompson, William Chapman; Helen Philbrook,
Dunbar Bucklin; Jane Foss, Richard
Quigley; and Madeline Trask, Foster
Higgins.

Alpha Gamma Rho
The Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity held
its first informal at the Penobscot Valley
Country Club, Friday evening, October
30. Prof. and Mrs. Hitchner and Prof.
and Mrs. Dorsey were the chaperons.

Last Monday afternoon, Mr. Hosea B.
Buck of 235 French St., Bangor, presented a basket of Macintosh apples to each
Phi Mu Delta held its fall informal of the girls' dormitories.
dance Saturday evening. The Maine
Bears furnished the music. The committee
in charge consisted of Lucian Scamman,
Francis Jones, and Robert Parker. Dr.
and Mrs. A. C. Andrews and Mrs. Ada
I have just installed the latest
King chaperoned.
Hoffman Steam Press
Those present: Henry Anderson, Winand am now prepared to give
ifred Coburn; Paul Brown, Althea Milyou quicker and more efficient
lett; Mervin Marston, Ruth Kennedy;
service
Alan Corbett, Jeannette Sanborn; Lucian
Scamman, Elizabeth Freese; Richard
Phi Kappa Sigma
Levry, Katharine Paddock; Kenneth
Pruett, Frances Cook; James Armstrong,
Phi Kappa Sigma gave its first inforElizabeth Libbey ; Elwood 'Millen, ConTel. 82
mal of the year, Saturday, October 31.
stance Young; Robert Parker, Marion
Perley Reynolds' orchestra furnished the
Hatch; Clyde Higgins, Marion Dunbar;
music. The chaperons were: Mrs. Mildred Alline. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wallace, and Mr. and Mrs. William Kenyon.
The following were present: Pauline
Burnham, Howard Forrestal!: Elizabeth
Have that individual service which distinguishes the
Adams, Robert Fuller; Bettina Bruce,
smart woman
Arthur Smith; Barbara Lancaster, Donald Kilgour ; Mary Scribner, Wayne Merrill; Madeline Dote, Keith Jordan; Henat the
rietta Cliff, Harold Woodbury; Elizabeth
Cruse, Stanley Titcomb; Chick Ward.
E. L. Farnham; Dorum Trask, George
Dearborn; Hilda Scott, Ralph Higgins.
Phyllis Hess, Parker Troland; Dorothy
Tel. 95
Orono
Main St.
Love, Eric Kelley; Marjorie Moulton.
Herbert Leonard; Martha Chase, John s

Phi Mu Delta

Craig, The Tailor

Buffum Beauty Shop

Oa
t's a Light Smoke!
Guard that throat!
Block that cough...that raw irritation...reach for
alight smoke...a Lucky!Whether you're shouting,
and cheering the team, or just talking and singing and laughing at home,there's a tax on your
throat you can hardly ignore. So when choosing
your smoke, it pays to think twice. Reach for a
lightsmoke...a Lucky...and get the welcome throat
protection that only Luckies offer—the exclusive
protection of the process, "It's Toasted." Next
time you go places,take plenty of Luckies. They
not only taste good, but keep tasting good all
day long..,for Luckies are a light smoke — and a
light smoke leaves a clear throat—a clean taste.

999,00*

FILTER-COOLED

* * NEWS RASH! * *
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"I've only missed sending in my

MEDICO

entry 3 times"—Sailor
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Edwin Bates, Barbara Corbett; Leslie
Hutchings, Louise Steeves; Alton Bell,
Gladys Colwell; Albert Owens, Marguerite Davis; Bernard Robbins, Marion
Fitzgerald; Charles Bailey, Elizabeth
Scanton; James DeCoster, Ida Woodbury; Clifton Carroll, Muriel Ferrin;
Wesley Martin, Margaret Dudley; Sumner Hancock, Laura Stearns; Kenneth
Aldrich, Frances Callahan; Carleton
Merrill, Gwendolyn Hooper.

•

The members of the Alumni Placement
Committee of the University of Maine
met in joint session with the Faculty
Placement Committee at 4:10 Friday.
October 30, in President Hauck's office
to discuss plans and programs for the
more effective placement and vocational
counselling of University of Maine students.
The members of the Alumni Placement
Committee are appointed in advisory capacities to represent as wide distribution
of types of occupations and also geographical location as possible. The appointment
of this committee this year is an important step forward in the work of placement. being designed to give officials of
the Placement Bureau and members of
the Faculty Committee the point of view
of the business man and the employer.
This year's plans of the Faculty Committee of the Placement Bureau were outlined to the Alumni Committee and discussed from the point of view of these
prominent business men.
The Faculty Placement Committee
which has functioned ever since the beginning of the Placement Bureau consists
of the President. the Deans of the University. and several members of the Board
of Administration. The meeting last
week was the first time that the committees have met in joint session.

CONVERTS BEGINNE,
CONVINCES' VETER

Four Fraternities
Hold Fall Informals
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tobacco.
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THE ONLY PATENTED
"CELLOPHANE"- SEALED
FILTER -IT REALLY FILTERS

Uncle Sam's sailors find time to try their
skill in Your Lucky Strike "Sweepstakes." Seaman Spangenherger of
the U.S. S. Mississippi, an enthusiastic
"Sweepstakes" fan, writes: "I've only
missed sending in my entry three times
—I mail them in whenever the ship is in
American waters."
Have you entered yet? Have you won
y2tz delicious Lucky Strikes? Tune in
"Your His Parade" —Wednesday end
Saturday evenings. Listen, judge, and
compare the tunes—then try Your
Lucky Strike "Sweepstakes."
And if you're not already smoking
Luckies, buy a pack today and try them.
Maybe you've been missing something.

NO PENALTIES FOR
THROATS!
—It's a light smoke
If you're hoarse at the
game, it won't be from
smoking... if yours is a
light smoke—a Lucky.
When the man with the
basket yells "cigars,
cigarettes,"yell back for
a light smoke... yell
"luckiesl"

YOU WILL FIND IT AT
HAWAIIAN
°"4-VAIttfTY

PARKS

31.37*ILL ST ORONO

II

OF RICH, RIPE -BODIED
comirteit sta.. Tb. Amertean Tuttacco(Oxman,

TOBACCO — "IT'S TOASTED"

THE MAINE CAMPUS
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Maine Defeats
Colby, 14-7, in
Closing Minutes
By Bill Saltzman
arliPliS

Sports Editor

"Never give a sucker a break," said
Barnum, the great circus magnate, once.
Apparently, the University of Maine
Black Bears had never heard of this saying, for Colby received more gifts last
Saturday than did the Dionne quintuplets
on their birthday. And Colby, too, was
evidently ignorant of this adage, for all
they were able to attain out of these numerous breaks was one touchdown.
But, while the Black Bears might never
have heard of Barnum, they certainly did
know a break when they saw it.
With the score tied 7-7 and with less
than two minutes remaining in the contest, Seth Williams recovered a fumble
on the Colby 25 yard line for Maine's one
and only break of the entire game. On
the very next play, Jim Dow tossed a
short pass to Rod Elliott who, eluding
three or four Colby men, danced his way
to a touchdown and a 14-7 victory for
Photo by Cabeen
Maine.
Roddie Elliott turns in a sensational 22 yard run to score a touchdown and bring a Maine victory in the closing
minutes of the Colby game
It was a hard fought contest throughout. Although lacking the color of the
Bates game, the melee had plenty of
It seemed, as the contest slowly dragged an injured leg, entered the game. Hitthrills, starting with Washuk's touch- Washuk had lost four yards in two plays,
down run in the initial period for the lone his pass was intercepted by Dow who into its final stages, that the melee would ting the line like a bullet, Yadwinski
Colby score and climaxed with Elliott's carried it back to the Maine 35 marker. end in a tie. Both elevens were trying smashed through for three yards. On
brilliant dash in the closing minutes for
Mallett hit right tackle for five yards. desperately for the winning point with the next play, however, Hamlin broke
the winning six-pointer.
Failing to gain, Maine punted to the Mule Maine having a wide advantage. At the through the line and chased the Colby
The Bricemen earned 11 first downs 18 yard line. Washuk again could not beginning of the fourth quarter, Maine,
star who was planning to pass back to
to only four for Colby; outrushed the make any headway for the Colby team through passes, worked its way down to
the
two yard line. Yadwinski intentionalthe
Colby 20 yard line.
Mules 145 yards to 103 yards; gained 167 and punted back to the Maine 48.
ly
threw
away the ball and Colby was
yards through forwards as compared to
Dow
skirted
around
right
end
for
Despite a 18 yard Dow-Williams pass,
only three yards for Colby; and were in Elliott was forced to kick and the ball three yards, but the Colby line held in penalized 15 yards.
Mule territory nearly all the game.
traveled over the goal line. Colby booted the next two plays. On the fourth down,
Elliott returned Washuk's punt to the
Especially outstanding was the play of back and Maine had the ball on its own Dewey Proctor attempted to kick a field 36 yard line. Dow to Hamlin was comgoal,
but
the
ball
went
short
and
wide.
the two Bear ends, Smokey Joe Hamlin 41 yard line.
plete for 16 yards, and Maine was on the
and Seth Williams. They tackled fierceColby took the ball on the 16 yard line, 20 yard line. But here again Colby's luck
Then the Maine offense struck swiftly
ly, blocked well, and their pass receiving and unexpectedly. Rogers ripped 10 yards but was forced to punt to the Maine 45 asserted itself. Maine was penalized 15
was extraordinary. It has been a long off his own left tackle. A short pass from yard line as the Bear barrier broke yards for illegal use of the hands, and
time since such an exhibition of end play Dow to Williams brought Maine down through to down Washuk for losses. Af- Elliott was forced to punt.
has been shown on Alumni Field.
to Colby's 29 yard line. Rogers again ter an exchange of punts, Maine took the
Four plays later came Maine's one and
Washuk was the shining Colby l'ght. crashed through for two yards.
ball on the 48 yard line.
only break. Washuk fumbled on his 25
Like Marcus who was the whole Bates
A shovel pass from Elliott to Hamlin yard line, and Seth Williams, who had
After two incomplete passes, Dow sudeleven, Washuk bore the brunt of the
denly clicked on a heave to Williams. netted 8 yards. It seemed as if Maine been playing a peach of a game, recovered
Mule attack. He was fast, shifty, and
The Maine end snared the ball on the 17 was destined to score. But a lateral from for the Bears. It was a real break, and
elusive. He was a capable punter and
yard line, twisted away from two would- Hamlin, who had received a pass from Maine proceeded to make the most of it.
passer, and his defensive work was highbe tacklers, and ran 10 yards for the Dow, was fumbled and Colby recovered on
Elliott received Dow's three yard pass
ly commendable. It is, indeed, unfortuMaine six-pointer. Dewey Proctor, calm- its 32 yard line.
and dashed 22 yards for the winning
nate that his glory was somewhat dimmed
Tom 1 atiwinski, Colby's great back touchdown. Proctor's place kick was
ly place-kicked the extra point to tie up
by his fumble in the closing minutes that
who had been on the sidelines because of good.
the ball game.
set the stage for the Maine touchdown.
But, the forgotten man was Aroostook
•
Jim Dow, the veteran Maine halfback
who took over the injured Smith's passing duties. Dow was pretty much on the
spot, but he came through with a brilliant
exhibition of passing. Out of 24 passes
that he threw, Dow completed 13, which
isn't bad in any league. Of course his
forwards were not so accurate as those
of Smith, nor were they so easy to actch,
but they did do the trick.
Colby drew first blood near the end of
the first period. With the ball on the Colby 28 yard line, Bill Chapman, Maine
right halfback fumbled. Thompson, Colby guard, recovered to present Colby with
one of its many breaks.
Stan Washuk, on the very next play,
sneaked through left tackle and raced 28
yards for a touchdown. Elliott chased
the Colby speedster but was able to tackle
him only over the goal line. Chapman,
We all agree on this...cigarette
the right halfback, slipped and was out
of the pursuit while bfallett, fullback,
paper is important. For Chesterfield
was taken out by some Colby man.
we use the best paper that we can
Washuk kicked the extra point and the
score was now 7-0 in Colby's favor.
buy.
It is called Champagne CigaIt was all Maine the second half, although Colby did receive a break immedirette Paper. It is made from the soft,
ately upon the opening kick-off. It was
silky
fibre of the flax plant. It is
recovered
Mules
and
the
a short place kick
the ball on Maine's 35 )ard line. After

By Bill Saltzman
Highlights of the Maine-Colby contest
Page Burt L. Standish. Page Ralph
Henry Barbour. Page Harold Sherman. Page all writers of sport fiction, for here is
a finish to a game that would do justice to even their imaginations. We refer of
course to that rousing play that won the melee for Maine in the closing minutes
A pass from Dow to Elliott, a shifty run by the elusive Canadian halfback—and the
Bears defeated the Mules 14-7
He who laughs last, laughs best. All afternoon
Colby had been receiving the breaks, but suddenly in the closing minutes, Washuk's
fumble was recovered by Seth Williams to set the stage for the winning touchdown
Where was the Colby mule? We mean the mascot, of course . Maine had Bananas
present. although by proxy in the shape of a stuffed cub
Colby's head cheerleader
was the best that we have seen in three years
Maine won the football game, the
cross country meet, and the band contest
A great cheer arose from the Colby
stands during the half when it was announced that Bates was leading Bowdoin
Among the spectators present were Governor Louis Brann and Governor-elect Lew
Barrows. Brann, incidentally, predicted that Maine would win the ball game.
Although Tom Yadwinski was in the game for only a short time, he displayed remarkable speed (towards his own goal).. Said a Colby fan, watching the Maine
runners make a clean sweep in the cross country meet: "Gosh, Colby must have run
the wrong way" . Joe Hamlin seems to have cinched his All-Maine end post .
One mustn't, however, forget the brilliant play of Seth Williams. Brice claims that
Williams and Hamlin are the best end pair that he has had in the last 15 years. And
there have been some remarkable performers during that period, too . Franny Smith
watched the game in street clothes
Here's hoping that he can play in Saturday's
game
Most emphatic incident of the game: Williams pounding the turf with his
fist after slipping upon receiving a pass.
All roads lead to Brunswick this Saturday. It is an ideal situation, a situation
long dreamed by gridiron fans. Bowdoin vs. Maine for the state championship. IVital
could be more perfect, especially since our Maine Bears will trim Bowdoin?
We'll be seeing you there.
Predictions
Bowdoin, good old Bowdoin, crossed us again. If it had not been
for those cussed Polar Bears upsetting our prediction for about the 'teenth time, we
would have had a perfect score. Oh well, our Bears will knock all those peculiar
notions out of Bowdoin's head.
But enough of that, for we have great news for all students and members of the
faculty. Vs'e're going to give everyone a chance to predict this week. Yes, sir, yours
truly is going to refrain from his half-baked prognostications, and let you, you, and
you try your hands at this fascinating game.
ONE BUCK (in other words, one dollar) will be given to that person who
predicts the nearest scores of the Colby-Bates and Maine-Bowdoin melees. All
predictions must be in by Friday afternoon at 5 o'clock. Put them in either Box 69, the
Maine Campus Box, Alumni Hall, or hand them to the editor, the sports editor,
or any member of the editorial board of the Maine Campus.
A dollar isn't bad pay tor a iew minutes' fun. The editorial board will be the
judges, and everything will be on the up-and-up.
So, send in your predictions. Don't be scared. The winner will be announced in
next week's Campus. All right, gang, shoot 'em in.
P.S. We would especially like to hear from the co-eds.
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washed over and over in clear, sparkling water.
A lot of the pleasure you get in
smoking Chesterfields is due to our
using the right kind of cigarette paper. Chesterfield paper is pure, and
it burns without taste or odor.

Chris the Barber
wishes the faculty and students
of the University to know that
he is ready to serve them at the

University Barber Shop
Mill street
Step in for a shave, trim, or
haircut
•

FRANK MEDICO PIPES
sold in Orono
it

Farnsworth's Cafe
"The Students' Eating Place"

hesterfield
mtveA
Remember this... two things make the
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smoking quality of a cigarette—the tobaccos and the
paper. The Champagne cigarette paper on Chesterfields is tested over and over for purity, for the right
burning quality. Another reason why Chesterfield wins.
1935, 1.21•411IT
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